
Commentaries of THE SERPENT SPELLS (Utterances 277-299)

by

orlando mezzabotta

These are my annotations and commentaries of the utterances carved in  
the eastern wall of the antechamber of Wnjs's pyramid. The 277-299 
Utterances, better known as "The serpent Spells", which mirror, in a 
way,  the serpent spells of the western gable of the sarcophagus 
chamber.

Many of these spells are indeed cryptic, to the limits of 
understandability; and each translator offers his own more or less 
acceptable interpretation. I am not a scholar, and I am quite aware of 
my hermeneutical and linguistic limits; nonetheless - and out of mere 
curiosity (I am a cat with still some lives left) - I decided to take my 
chances and to propose my own quite hazardous version, filtered 
through a "dramatic" perspective, which is the one I am most interested  
in. In fact these comments are a sort of subtextual layer on which I built 
my audio-vision version, viewable on YouTube.

Many of my choices are certainly far-fetched; some may induce 
patronizing or merciful smiles (when not hilarious horselaughs); but I 
think that a couple of hints may have hit the mark. Those commentaries 
are just a first draft, they need to be revised, but for the moment I have 
not the time to do that, so I submit them "as they are". The good thing 
with PCs is that the wastebin is always at hand and ready to gulp down 
any undesired stuff!



277

The first Utterance seems to be a good introduction to the fight against 
the hostile snake that constitutes the core of the first part of the eastern 
wall; the part  that ends in correspondence to the entrance into the 
serdab. Here we are invited (as a matter of fact - Wnjs is invited)  to 
remember the ferocious fight between Horus and Seth, the result of 
which was a series of  reciprocal severe injuries: Horus lost one of his 
eyes, Seth his testicles. From a grammatical perspective there are no 
problems, although the verb forms may be interpreted in more than one 
way.

xr Hr n irt.f zbn kA n Xrwi.f i.xr zbn

In Allen's translation: "Horus has fallen because of his eye. The bull has 
crawled off because of his testicles. Fall down, crawl away!"

Piankoff comments: "Serpent charm. As Horus was wounded in the eye 
and Seth in his testicles, so will the serpent be." That makes sense, 
although, since Wnjs plays in fact the role of Horus, he wouldn't show his 
weakness. He'd rather say to the snake: "Hey, dude, you'd better stay 
away lest you lose your balls, like Seth!"

But another version is possible. "Hey dude, it's true that you may harm 
me; but you won't get away safe and sound, remember Seth's balls? So 
you'd better go!" In both cases it's Wnjs who speaks and /i.xr zbn/ 
appears to be two imperatives, two commands imparted to the snake.

But there is yet another angle. Let's look at it as a script.

SERPENT (to Wnjs/Horus - mocking): Hey, Mac, your eye doesn't look 
good!

WNJS (to the snake - sarcastic) : How about your balls?

SERPENT (angry, insulting) : Fall down, one-eyed shit!



WNJS (sarcastic) : Slide away, you eunuch!

The fact is that, at this stage, the serpent has not yet made his entrance. 
But there is another possibility, as well. The passage is a lesson given to 
Wnjs, who is going to have a fight with a dangerous enemy. He must 
gather his energies, those of Horus and Seth, which he has in himself. Seth 
may represent  his inner  psychological resistance. So the passage may 
hint at Wnjs's fear and at his psychological problems -- the same ones 
everyone has in front of a perilous feat. But it is also an invitation to 
transform an opposing inner force (Seth) into an ally. Not to do so would 
lead to reciprocal ruin. In this case /i.xr zbn/ could be seen not as 
imperatives, but as nominalized participles. "The one who fell", "the one 
who crawled away".  With the moral: "If you two fight against each other, 
look at the result: A one-eyed man and an eunuch!"
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This seems to be the result of the moral elaboration of the preceding 
spell. Here we have Babi and The Foremost of Letopolis (xnti-xm). Babi is 
the bull of the baboons, the alpha baboon, a symbol of sexual power and 
violence. 

He has many similarities with Seth. Khenti-khem is Horus, in his aspect of 
ruler, the Foremost of Letopolis. What is interesting is that the glyph of 
Letopolis     [R22 + O49] shows the same glyph of the god Min 



[R22], the ithyphallic divinity

                                   

So we have two male powers - in their primordial aspect - fronting each 
other. But the atmosphere is totally different from that of Utterance 277 . 
As a matter of fact /aHa Babi/ could appear as an aggressive move, 
especially if we read /xsf/ as "to ward off, to oppose"; but it may be read 
as "to draw near, to meet", so the aggressive stance becomes a diplomatic 
encounter, a productive meeting; the same word /xsf/ undergoes a 
semantic change.

This is indeed interesting. /tf/ is "spit" and /hn/ "to cease". So there is 
either a wish or a command to put a stop to the hostilities, which would 
only cause the reciprocal damage described  in the previous Utterance. 
Note that the determinative of "spit" [D26] is normally used for "blood", 
so in our case /tf/ refers to a bloody fight. /tn/ is interesting too. It is a 
demonstrative pronoun used by itself, so: "cease this"; or:  "may this 
cease".  With an obvious play with /tf/ that, without determinative, is 
itself a demonstrative pronoun (that). But note that they are both 
feminine; which could hint  (ironically) at the fact that the two male 
energies have "softened up". So in the two /mriiti/ we may see the two 
adversaries, one in front of the other, but with  a friendly attitude; and it 
is possible that the word /mriiti/ , in this particular context, has been 
chosen on purpose to hint at "mr" (pain) and at "ti" (to trample on); so 
that we can see iconically the two bloody and harmful combatants turned 



into friends. (Notwithstanding their unsheathed phalli I'd exclude gay 
references :)) - just manly friendship, like the one between Enkidu and 
Gilgamesh.) And I would not exclude the possibility that the "phallic 
character" of the two protecting forces is symbolically opposed to that of 
the hostile  "phalloid" serpent.

This  calls for a grammatical check over. I am inclined to read /fx.ti/ not as 
a stative (2nd person) "You are unleashed", which is the most obvious 
lesson, but as an impersonal "has been unleashed",  a perfective /sDm.ti 
=f/ form. The second person would introduce directly the snake; the 
impersonal form would just announce its forthcoming, and that would 
create a sense of anguish and suspence. The repetitive use of "ti" may 
also be a hint at the struggle, since, as we know /ti/ is "to trample on, to 
crush."  In Stylistics  it is called an "anagrammatical device".  I read /d(i)/ 
as an imperative addressed  to the two /mriiti/. In conclusion: "The wfj 
snake has been unleashed. Cause that Wnjs be protected! (as opposed to 
fighting each other)"

The general idea being that, since the dangerous serpent has been 
loosed , every internal hostility must cease and all the energies must be 
gathered  for the protection of Wnjs. Can you hear the “hissing” of the 
“wooof-feee” serpent?
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Here we find  two words not clearly identified:  /tiki/ and 

 /tikki/. So we must try to infer their meaning from the 
general context. /tiki/ seems to be related to



 , the canal's mud. And that may be a hint to 
find in that very word a combination of /ti/ (to trample) and of /ik/ (to 
attack). So the image is that of a violent trampling  of the mud of the 
canals.  Wnjs is "He who marches along the canals stamping violently on 
the mud." /tAH mrw/ may refer to the mud of the Nile just after the 
inundation, thus  a new beginning. Or anyway a walk along an insidious 
landscape. The trampling is an aggressive act of attack and defense 
against possible hostile creatures (e.g. snakes) hidden in the mud. Now 
/tikki/ is in fact a serpent /tkki/ (Hannig 1435)  clearly related to 
darkness /kkw/. So it may be both a vocative (referred to the snake) and 
an epiteth of Wnjs, "He who tramples [ti] on the creature of darkness 
[kki]" ; and it could hint as well at the imperative /ti/ addressed to Wnjs, 
as Allen's translation suggests: "Trample the one of the dark!" We must 
also take note of the two /tikki/. If referred to Wnjs it reflects his double 
nature, the duality of the energies inside himself, the double "mriiti" of 
278. This "redoubling" will reapper more than once in the following 
Utterances, so I think  we are entitled to see in that a specific and 
recurrent motif. And another recurrent motif, as already pointed out, is  
/ti/ , both as icon [U33, pestle] and as sound, as in /DHw-ti/ (Thoth). And 
the "t-k" sound seems to be an onomatopeic rendering of beating sticks 
or of the sonority of a sistrum, which could hint at the noise of the battle 
and anticipates the long sequence of "t-k" of 292, the fight itself. (Too bad 
there were no rattle-snakes in Egypt, or that could have been an ingenious 
rendering of that sound.)

The general meaning of this Utterance presents in fact no problem. But 
we can see in it a psychological support for  Wnjs, made aware of his inner 
energies and of the explicit protection of Thoth; and in the meantime an 
implicit threat to the snake. But the intermingling of sounds (tk) and 
darkness (kkw) is probably intended to create as well an atmosphere of 
disquieting suspense.
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This one presents a lot of problems and many intriguing insights and 
linguistic possibilities. Let us not forget that we have left Wnjs trampling 
the mud of the canals and watching out for possible hostile snakes. Now, 
what is interesting is that the Utterance could be addressed, at the same 
time,  both to Wnjs and to the serpent. 

Let us start with Wnjs. As I noted in the previous Utterance here we find 
again the "dualistic" motif of the twins, which is underlined too by /sAti/ 
(zAti : Zwillingspaar H: 1047).  A double repetion. /ir.ti/ could be referred 
to the two eyes, hinting at the "watchful" attitude of Wnjs, who is on the 
alert and walks carefully (sAi : be wise, prudent F. 208), looking at his back 
(sA). But  he is one who acts (irti) as well: once again the aggressive /ti/. 
And /ir ti/ could be an imperative "Do the trampling!". He proceeds 
carefully, watching ahead and  listening to the voice that warns him  to 

watch behind him /Hr =k HA =k/  and to guard 

himself /zAw Tw/ from a dangerous enemy. Now  
we bump against a tricky wall:

 . Some read /rii/ as "door" (the double reeds probably 
hinting at the two wings); Allen prefers "mouth" (allright /r(A)/, but /ii/?)  
That may have sense, since it may allude to a dreadful and unknown 
place. But, considering the context, I wonder whether the sentence could 
be rendered also as / zAw Tw r ii wr/ which probably would make more 
sense. Of course that means that /ii/ must be read as "Verletzung, Boeses 
- injury, evil H. 34".  /ii wr/ would then be "the great evil". But there is a 
problem. Is /zAw Tw r/ (guard yourself against/from) grammatically 
acceptable? According to Grapow (WB 416) the verb, usually with a direct 



object, may also be used "mit Object und 'r': etwas hueten vor...". So I 
think that my interpretation might not be totally off track. In any case the 
image is certainly referring to a possible danger, so, be it a big gaping 
mouth (of a huge serpent) or a disquieting big door opening into the 
unknown, the psychological atmosphere is just the same.

But, as I said, the Utterance could be addressed to the serpent  as well 
and be a threat. So - I am following Allen - /irti/ may be the "evil dooer" 
snake, the snake that is an insidious dweller of the walls (of the pyramid) 
[sAt : Wand (wall) H. 1055]. And /Hr =k HA =k/ could be an order (or an 
advice) given to him to turn back, to change direction, lest he be severely 
punished with a great injury (ii wr). One last annotation:  /r ii wr/ has an 
interesting (though, I confess, probably too far-fetched) side hint. There is 
a vague homophony with "Rir-Rir", which, according to Richard Steiner is 
the Mother of the Snakes of Proto-Canaanite origin; the one frequently 
disguised under the enigmatical term /AAA/. But for the moment, let us 
leave her alone, until  we plunge into Utterance 281.
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This is probably one of the most intriguing passages of this wall. The 
suspence prepared in the previous Utterance reaches its climax here, with 

the entrance of an enigmatic AAA which creates a lot 
of interpretive problems. What is particularly interesting is the fact that 
this passage may be read from two totally different points of vantage. 
Richard Steiner, in his essay “Early Northwest Semitic Serpent Spells In 
The Pyramid Texts” (2011) suggests the possibility that this Utterance is 
the hieroglyphic phonemic rendering of a Proto-Semitic serpent spell, of 
which he gives his tentative translation through a very detailed and well-
argued reconstruction. But it is possible to read the passage as a true 
hieroglyphic text as well,  although we must take into account the fact 
that it makes use of challenging metaphors, of  deliberately placed 
linguistic contaminations, of phonemic and iconic blendings with the 



specific aim of “garbling” the sentences in order to neutralize possible 
undesired side effects that would arise from  unscrambled  renderings. So 
let us analyze separately the two levels of interpretation in order to have a 
better look at their interconnections and their  theatrical interplay. Let's 
start first with Steiner's translation. Of course I will not expose his 
reconstruction; I say only that “AAA”, according to his interpretation, is to 
be seen  as “Rir-Rir” : a sort of  Proto-Canaanite  two-headed mother 
snake.

Proto-Semitic rendering:

1) His whispering, the uttering of his spell:

2) Rir-Rir are in me -- see my mouths

3) see my pudenda -- my mouths, pudenda

4) Who am I? Rir-Rir

5) fragrant perfume of the nose

Now this seems to be a scene of seduction. The snake presents itself 
disguised as a naked and  alluring woman who whispers her amorous 
adavances in order to hypnotise Wnjs and  hinder his progress. 

         

(Images are just indicative: the Cretan Lady of snakes and the Sumerian 
Inanna)



And this fits perfectly the context and its dangerous atmosphere. The 
perilous Lady is in fact one of the most common mythological motifs, 
besides being  the terrible aspect of the Anima in the Jungian 
individuation process.  That is a trap that Wnjs must not fall into; he 
remembers the advice /zAw Tw r ii wr/, “beware of the great evil!”.  So he 
does not let those fascinating sounds take advantage of him and he has 
the psychological insight to see the fearful and hideous reality  hidden 
behind the mellifluos charm.

In conclusion, if Steiner's reconstruction is reliable, the text would seem 
plausibly justified and we could jump directly to the next Utterance.  But I 
have the feeling that there is a specific “Egyptian” meaning that gives the 
whole passage an enhanced and highly nuanced literary and ritual touch. 
So let us see what we can make out of a possible hieroglyphic rendering. 
In our case I think there are basically three kind of approaches:

a) The text is so difficult and so particular that no reasonable translation is 
possible. This is the conclusion arrived at by R. Faulkner.

b) The spells have a general meaning, but many words, although placed 
within an Egyptian frame, are considered names or epithets, the meaning 
of which is unknown, but which may have, in the quality of their sounds, a 
magic efficiency.  Although the least daring  this approach is probably the 
wisest one. It is the one adopted by Piankoff (and Mercer), where two 
enigmatic lions chastise and chase away enigmatic beings in behalf of 
Wnjs. Allen's translation too follows this direction, although  poking, very 
cautiously, inside the possible meanings of the enigmatic words, but 
without giving the necessary explanations. (Unfortunately I haven't had 
the chance of consulting Sethe's translation and Kommentar of this 
passage.)

c) The spells have a specific meaning, known only to the initiated. The 
distortion of the grammatical and syntactic structure and sometimes of 
the single words themselves is done on purpose, in order to avoid a 



possible automatic activation of the magical and quite dangerous power 
within them. This approach is definitely the most daring, but the most 
hazardous as well; and its results may indeed be ridiculous. It is a reverse-
engineering of doubtful reliability, a highly risky tightrope walking on the 
verge of gratuitous speculation.  Detailed comments are mandatory in 
order to check how solid and how plausible the proposed interpretations 
are and how much they have been  forced to fit the general context. This 
is the perilous road I decided to follow, no matter what!

Before I unleash my questionable translation I must first explain my 
choices.

/izz/ is "mit Netz fangen" (H. 219) (to catch with nets); metaphorically 
could be "to lie in ambush"; and I consider it as an active participle; /h/ is 
a possible rendering of "courtyard"  (H. 741 : Hof, Raum). /kw/ is a 
dependent pronoun used as subject of a nominal sentence (Edel § 170 - 
b), preceded by its predicate ; so I think /izz h kw/ might be rendered as 
"You are one, who ensnares (plays foul tricks on) the courtyard"; or a 
simpler :"You, that lie in ambush in the courtyard".

/kbb/ is definitely tricky. That's a possible rendering of /gbb/, which 
might be both Geb, the god of the earth; and the earth itself, soil, ground. 
The shift /g --> k/ (attested in many cases)in this particular instance might 
be a way to show the snake's sneakiness; the serpent that presents 
himself as a substitute of Geb, the father of the snakes; but is in fact 
recognized by Wnjs (or the priest) as a parody of that god, an ordinary 
being of the soil, a debased "Geb of the courtyard", a fake god of  dubious 
degree.



And here we meet the evil enemy. /AAA/ could legitimately be 
interpreted as /Aw/ (the long one), with possible references to Apophis, 
who is definitely a "very long snake".

/bi/ is problematic too. Personally I am inclined to see in it a reference to 
"evil", since in many Afro-Asiatic languages that term means "violent,bad" 
(Takacs, Vol. II, p.3-5). And WB (p. 410) records /b/ as a possible epiteth of 
Seth.

                               



This is cryptic indeed, both symbolically and linguistically. /phti/ and 
/pTti/ seem to have explicit similarities. For what concerns the lions: are 
they two different animals, or is it just one lion with two specific qualities? 

could be either two verbs or two nouns. I am of the opinion that those are 
qualities referred to the lion, looked upon as the hostile energy of the 
snake. I thought there might be similarities with /pHti/ (Kraft - H. 469) 
[with two lion heads as determinative!] and that /h/ and /T/ are 
substitutes of /H/ with apotropaic effect. The "unscrambled" /pHti/ might 
be indeed very dangerous. So the idea could be: "Lion, you think you are 
powerful, but your power is faked, no matter how you try to make show 
of it (phti & pTti)." This could be a strategy to debase and provoke the 
adversary, showing that one is not afraid of him. But, I repeat, this is 
indeed very controversial. /phti/ and /pTti/ could be opposite or specular 
spatial terms (right/left; top/bottom; head/tail; &tc.) . Or that could be a 
reference to the battle, like the one shown in the Narmer palette:

                              

Or  it could be a "foreign" (and hostile) equivalent of Nehbkaw,



the Egyptian protective two-headed snake. At any rate, for the time being, 
I am more prone to see in those lions hostile manifestations of The Long 
One.

The provocation keeps going on. The "Long One" (AAA)  is mockingly 
challenged to approach ( I read /m(i)/ as "come!") the /iwn/ (come to the 
iwn).  According to Sethe /iwn/ may be a particle meaning "now", but 
that is just a guess and I am not at all much convinced. I'd rather read it 
"metaphorically" and see in it a reference to the "pillar" of Heliopolis. 
That may be a plausible  reference to the sun god Ra, worshipped in 
Iwnw/Heliopolis and a phallic symbol as well: the big "pillar" of Ra 
confronts the "Long One"

Something like this (Book of the Amduat, sixth hour).  So "iwn" and "AAA" 
are symbols of two male energies fronting each other.



And here comes the severe and outrageous threat. I read /Tw/ as /Twt/, 
second independent pronoun, a different form of the more usual /ntk/. I 
read /bs/ as a possible /bz/ (einfuheren, initiiren H. 423 : to introduce, to 
initiate). I read /if/ as /iwf/ (meat, flesh),  which is an epiteth of the sun 
god Ra in his night journey through the Netherworld:

I read /w/ as /wii/ "Woe!". And I read /iwn/ both as the previous "pillar 
of Heliopolis" and as /i.wn/, an imperative form of the verb /wn/ (to 
open). /hnw/ seems definitely to be a vase because of the specific 
determinative. Now, as I said, this might be interpreted as an outrageous 
menace to the serpent, threatened of being sodomized. I am not sure if 
grammar allows it, but /bs iwf/ could be a /sDm.f/ form with a topicalised 
object (Twt); so "You shall be initiated by Ra(iwf)".  Probably a more 
correct hieroglyphic version should  have been */bz iwf Tw/. And "Woe! 
Open the vase"  needs no further comments. Outrageous and far-fetched 
as it may be (and I myself have indeed many doubts)  it seems there is 
evidence of (or at least allusions to) acts of sodomy against defeated 
enemies in order to degrade them. In fact this is what Seth tried to do to 
the young Horus to show his superiority, as narrated (many centuries 
later) by the famous Contendings of Horus and Seth. There could be a 
more grammatical plausible version, like that used by Allen, who 
translates "Stack up the flesh!" - so an imperative addressed to AAA (Tw).  
But honestly I can't see where "stack up" comes from. The verb /bzi/ is 
more like "to bring forth" ( hervorbringen: H. 423). So a sort of "You, bring 
forth the flesh!" And that could hint at a possible sexual assault. 

I left out the last sentence:



because apparently it doesn't seem to have particular problems. The 
snake /naii --> naw/ (or the two snakes/lions) is/are commanded to go 
(nai : to travel, to convey someone). But why two verbs followed by two 
nouns? A (hypothetical) form like this:

would have been a clearer linguistic solution. So I am convinced that  the 
scribe did that  in order to give a dynamic touch to the scene. There are 
two possibilities.  The first one describes a "hurried flight" of one of the 
contenders followed by the other one. If we bring back to mind the 
serpent spells of the western wall of the sarcophagus chamber (226,225a) 
we find a "naw" snake encircled by another naw snake /Sn naw in naw/. 
That could be an image of two fighting enemies, like the scene on the 
Narmer palette. But here one of the snakes (AAA) seems to have 
problems and to be retreating with his adversary chasing him up. The 
second possibility is still a "hurried flight", but the two serpents could be a 
variant of the two lions of Phti and PTti running away. In any case the 
hostile serpent seems to be under attack and his predicament will be 
further described in the next Utterance.

Now the big problem is: if it is true that the hieroglyphs allow so many 
possibilities (which are not mutually exclusive) how can I render them in a 
strictly ruled analytical language? That in fact is the problem of any 
Egyptian translation. The only language I know that could face this 
problem is Joyce's "Wakese",  but I am afraid it would create additional 
complications, so I'd better  leave it alone and resort to more orthodox 
linguistic tools. Here is my tentative, free and outrageous translation:

1) You are one who ensnares the courtyard; you, counterfeit of Geb;  you, 
earthy one of the courtyard;  

2) oh evil Long One; you lion of Phti,

3) you, lion of PTti;  you Phti- PTti;



4) come to the pillar of Heliopolis, oh Long One!

5) You shall be initiated by Ra. Woe! Open up, vessel!

6) Glide away, glide away! O snake, O snake!
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Down in the quicksand, but in good company! Let's start with 

. Piankoff renders it as "Mouth-of-the-River". I can 
see the mouth (rA), but where does the river come from? I've never found 
/Ai/ as "river". Any explanation? Allen translates it as "the vulture's 
mouth". I can accept /A/ as vulture, but what about /i/ ? Is it /A =i/ (my 
vulture) as suggested by Steiner who follows Ritner's interpretation (a 
vulture against me)? In this case the one who talks seems to be Wnjs, who 
laments of being attacked by the serpent/vulture and asks "Khai-tau" 
(some suggest it may be an epiteth of Atum, but I am in total 
disagreement and I will explain why later on) to see what is done against 
him (and probably to intervene in his favour). But there are indeed a lot of 
inconsistencies and I do not intend to expose them (unless asked to). Just 
an example: many transliterate /ikt =k pi/, referred to the "xAst snake". 
But /xAst/ is feminine (and /tn/ confirms it): so, should we take the 
masculine /k/ as a scribal error? I won't go any further: all the translations 
are, according to my judgment, highly debatable and basically 
unsatisfactory, so I feel entitled to add to the confusion exposing my own 
wild interpretation - but specifying the reasons of my questionable 
choices. So:

Although problematical I accept /xAst/ as the name of a foreign snake, 



especially if related to the Proto-Semitic /AAA/. The fact that it is 
feminine may be a further hint at Rir-Rir, the mother snake, under whose 
disguise the serpent tried to cheat Wnjs in the previous Utterance.

And now /r(A) Ai/. I read /rA/ not as "mouth", but as "utterance, spell, 
formula, language". I read /Ai/ as a nisbe "he of A" and I read /A/ as a 
shortened  form, a synecdoche,  of /AAA/. And /Ai/ could be also a 
possible rendering of /Aw/ (the long one). So /rA Ai/ could be an 
"exorcist", "he who knows the language of AAA".

 I read /iktk/ as the union of /ik/ and /tk/, both 
meaning "to attack", with evident onomatopeic nuances (used extensively 
in other utterances as well). So the meaning would be: " he who has the 
initiative, the attacker". The whole sentence: "Oh you, foreign snake! He 
who knows the language of AAA and its magic spells - he is the attacker!"  
Or: "He who knows the magic spells - this is the attacker". This is a follow- 
up of the threatening attack of Wnjs which started on the previous 
Utterance. This concept is repeated, just to make sure, in 423b   / xAzt tn 
r(A) Ai ni nbw Hknw /.

has already been found in the sarcophagus 
chamber western gable [238]242c; a passage which is almost identical to 
this one under examination. And it is directly connected to 

 , another controversial character. Now Khai-tau seems 
to be a solar god of Byblos. Hans Goedicke has dedicated some articles to 
this topic, the most famous being: "A cylinder seal of a ruler of Byblos of 
the third millennium, (MDAIK 19, 1963)", where this god appears 



together with a certain /ra-xAst/ , "the sun god of a foreign 
land". I think it is plausible to assume that /nbw Hknw/ is a version of /ra-
xAst/ in its aspect of Gold (nbw) of Jubilation (Hknw), the golden, praised 
solar disk. And Khai-tau is another aspect of the same god, "the One that 
appears in Heat and Jubilation". Now things start to become somewhat 
less cryptic. /  r(A) Ai ni nbw Hknw / is "the one who knows the language 
of the serpent whose god is Khai-tau, the Gold of Jubilation, the sun disk 
of a foreign land, the sun god of Byblos: the land of Rir-Rir, the mother 
snake." And Wnjs (or the priest) addresses (ironically)  Khai-tau, the 
venerated (Hknw) foreign god inviting him to look at his champion, his 
(ironically pointed at) mighty bull (kA =k nn wAS) who has no chance of 
success, his bull attacked and roughed up in the previous Utterance - and  
whose destiny is that of being  always roughed up  (the imperfective 
"irrw").

Looked from this point of vantage this Utterance fits perfectly the 
situation, showing the dauntless Wnjs who manifests his superior stance 
and his scorn and disregard for the hostile foreign snake. A disdainful and 
menacing attitude which will be confirmed in the following Utterance. 

Just to remember: these spells are placed under the eastern gable, where  
Wnjs performed his "cannibal hym"  showing theatrically  his aggressive, 
arrogant and lordly demeanor.  So here we see not only a confrontation 
between Wnjs and the hostile serpent, but the confrontation of divine 
forces as well. The foreign god, the mightiest one of a foreign land, can do 
nothing against Wnjs.  A tentative and free translation:

 Oh, foreign snake:

the charmer, there's the rub, [pardon the Shakespearean quote]

oh foreign snake, 

the charmer of the Gold of Jubilation

(sun of a foreign land)!

Khai-tau, (oh god of Byblos) 

appearing in Heat and Jubilation:



this is your honoured bull

against whom this is done!

283

This Utterance does not seem to pose particular problems, but presents 
some interesting iconic, symbolic and stylistic nuances worth of being 
pointed out. The general image is the confrontation of Wnjs with his 
enemy, with the aggressive king who keeps threatening the serpent, 
named /iTT/, an imperfective active participle of the verb /iTi/ (take, take 
away, carry off, &tc.), emphasizing his hostile character. Per se the verb is 

not particularly impressive, but if we look at the glyphs  we may note 
the /T/ hinting at "rope, fetter", so the serpent with his fettering coils. 
And if we listen to the sound we may hear curious and perhaps 

unexpected onomatopeic echoes.   /ant/ (nail, claw, pick) 
seems to be a general image of the weapon Wnjs is provided with. The 
nail as a symbolic spear that pins down the serpent, like the nail of Atum 
found in 229a of the western gable of the sarcophagus chamber. But one 

might ask: why   /iAbt/ "left"? Now 424b specifies that 
"He (Wnjs) will use it to set a blow (to hit) in behalf of (for) the god Min". 
Min is the protector of the eastern desert, "him whose arm is raised in the 
East" (246,253d) and, as we know, he is portrayed as an ithyphallic god       



   with his right arm that holds a flail and his 
"left" one that brandishes the erect penis. So Wnjs's weapon is 
symbolically the mighty penis of Min, more potent indeed than the 
phalloid enemy snake (coming from a foreign Asiatic land, Byblos, in the 
East). It is the /iwn/, the pillar, already hinted at in Utterance 281. The 
image seems to have an ehanced stylistic nuance.  /ant =f tn ir =k iAbt/ is 
translated by Allen as "This left nail of his against you"; but I'd rather 
prefer : "This claw of his against you: the left one", following Piankoff's 
suggestion. That has indeed a stronger theatrical (ritual) effect. First "the 
claw" is mentioned, but which one? The right one with the flail or the left 
one with the phallus? Sure, that may give the scene a grotesque touch; 
but in authentic shamanic rituals that is most common. Only fake petit-
bourgeois esotericism needs serious, grave (and ridiculous) scenic 
furnishings.

There remains an uncertain   /ikiw/ which I am inclined to see 
as an epiteth of Min, based on /ik/ (to attack), the verb that opens this 
Utterance. So I see in it "the one who attacks, the aggressive one", which 
fits Min's character. And Wnjs's as well!

284

After the relatively easy previous passage here we are again inside a 
symbolic whirlpool. From a grammatical point of view there are no 



particular problems, but when we try to penetrate the inner symbolic 
meaning things are not so simple. Apparently there is a fight, a 
confrontation between Atum and probably the serpent (whose head 
Atum bites and passes to Wnjs); then a fight between a centipede, Sepa, 
and a not better described dweller of the enclosures; then a confrontation 
between two lions and finally two bulls. But are we sure the general 
image is that of a fight with the serpent? There are too many peculiarities. 
For example, how can we justify the sudden and unexpected entrance of 
Atum "in medias res"? What is exactly  /pzH.n tm/ or /pzH (i)n tm/ (the 
one bitten by Atum) which fills the mouth of Wnjs? If we bring back to 
memory the creation myth of Atum we remember that he created the 
world spitting out his own semen, got through masturbation or a more 
crude autofellatio. This brings before us the image of the Ouroboros, the 
serpent eating its tail.

Now it's true that  this one is a very late image, but the first archeological 
evidence of it seems to be found in Tutankhamen's tomb:



and it is called Mehen, "the coiled one". Of course there is a thousand 
years gap from Wnjs, but that does not mean that the "mytheme"  had 
not already been elaborated. The autofellatio act seems to be quite a 
plausible evidence. And in our case we find also a /mH.n =f/ which has 
evident similarities with /mHn/ (H. 554 : Uroboros) the protective serpent 
that coils around the night barque of Ra.

And we find further evidences in the two terms              



/ann =f/  and   /annt/, both referred to "coiling". So 
we see here the psychic re-enacting of the first creation, the 
confrontation of Atum and Apophis in the heart of the Nun. Wnjs absorbs 
psychologically the energy of Atum which travels (coils) inside his body, 
and I wouldn't exclude that /annt/ could refer to the circumvolutions of 
the intestine, very similar to those of  the serpent god Mehen.

Then we find a series of  controversial and ambiguos glyphs starting with:

(followed by a symmetrical)

Now, if /zpA/ is relatively easy to ascertain, being probably the god Sepa, 
the centipede that protects from snake bites, so a friendly helper; the 
identity of Hwti is somewhat nebulous. I think that to get a clearer idea 
we must start our reverse-engineering process  from the last line:

We have two bulls that fight inside an ibis (txn). I think there can be no 
doubts concerning the symbolic character of this image. The ibis is 
plausibly the god Thoth; and I am fairly convinced that the two bulls are in 
fact symbols of Horus and Set. It is well known that Thoth acted as a 
judge in the struggle between uncle and nephew and  that he reconciled 
them eventually. So we may see a relation with the scene depicted in 
Utterance 277, where the two fighters are shown severely injured. Now 
we may look at the scene from a double perspective. The two fighting 
bulls may represent the inner conflict (of Wnjs): the will to act  and its 



resistance to it. But, since Thoth reconciled the enemies, we may see in it 
the (wished for) alliance of the two energies and in /aHA/ a subjunctive 
form: "may the two bulls fight (as allied forces, united) inside the Ibis".  
One of the many epithets of Thoth is "the excellent one of magic", so we 
may see in /txn/ a legitimate symbol of Wnjs as the one who knows the 
language of the magic spells. In conclusion what I am saying is that Wnjs is 
gathering every inner energy in view of his imminent fight with the 
serpent: up to now there have been only preliminary  verbal assaults. The 
same concept applies to

where the two lions may be opposite forces or united allies as well. In fact 
in the dual lions we might even detect a possible /rwti/ (the twin gods 
Shu and Tefnut -- WB 403, H. 705) and the god Akr  as well (E 128

) (called also rwti). Aker

 who defended the sun god from the 
serpent Apophis and was considered to be able to neutralize snake bites.

So, in our reverse progress, we finally reach the centipede and the 

enigmatic Hwti   we started from. The literal translation of 
Hwti is "he of the enclosure" (Allen), or "the inhabitant of the house" 
(Piankoff) and seems to be a generic term that may be applied to various 
characters in specific situations. It is both the phonemic rendering of the 
nisbe, but, as an icon, it refers to a vast space or a double temple. I am 



inclined to see in the duality a reference to the earth and to the sky, so 
"he who inhabits the earth and the sky", a possible hint at the sun god Ra 
in his circular journey through the vault of the sky and the Netherworld. 
Now  it seems that Sepa, in many instances, is closely related to Osiris, so 

we may consider the alleged fight as the opposition of the chtonic and 
solar aspect of the same psychic unity. And I wouldn't exclude the 
possibility that /H(w) zpA in Hwti/ could even be translated as "Sepa hits 
(may Sepa hit) in behalf (in) of Hwti" and viceversa; so a mutual alliance. 
Two potential enemies becoming a united force.

In conclusion the whole passage looks like a calling to arms of the divine 
forces that sustain the efforts of Wnjs. We see Atum, Sepa/Osiris, Ra, the 
double lions ( Aker & Shu - Tefnut), the two bulls (Horus, Set) and Thoth. 
I'd say quite an army!

285

I think that this is probably the most cryptic Utterance of the whole 
eastern wall and that the scribe used any means he had at his disposal in 
order to disorient and lead astray the lay and ordinary reader. This seems 
to be definitely more obscure than the more than obscure Utterance 281. 
Full of puns, neologisms, overlapping and contradictory semantic fields; 
grammatical, syntactical and lexical ambiguities; linguistic, logic and 
symbolic tricks. More than reverse-engineering this needs highly 
sophisticated (read: disloyal, suspicious and dirty) debugging strategies. 

No matter how difficult the passage may be in its details the general 
image is fairly clear; it describes the challenge and the attack (by Wnjs and 
his divine aids) against the venomous snake.

The Utterance is divided into two definite sections:

i)  426a +  the first part of 426b;

ii) second part of 426b +  426c,d.

The first section is the challenge against the snake and the prophesying of 



his defeat and neutralization. The first line poses two lexical problems:

/nSz/ and /Szwi/ are not well attested, but I accept Sethe's guess that 
they are related to snakes and that /nSzwi/ are "poison drops" and /Szwi/ 
"poison canals (of the fangs)" or "poison sacs" (Allen). So we trace the 
flowing of the poison through the fangs. (But I wouldn't exclude the 
possibility that /nSz.wi/ are the two fangs and that their going against the 
sacs means metaphorically that the snake's attack will turn against 
himself; it isn't wise of him to oppose Wnjs.  His malicious acts shall 
produce autodestructive effects.) 

In the second line

 

we meet additional problems . /iwn/ ( already found  in 281) and /Tri/ are 
not so easy to explain. Sethe keeps saying that /iwn/ is a particle meaning 
"now"; for what concerns /Tri/ he is of the opinion that it may be a 
variant of /Tni/, the dual dependent pronoun. In the third line the 

controversial  is read by Sethe as /ibXm.wii/  a 
dual pseudo-participle (stative) of  (what I think he interprets as) an 
anattested /ibXm/ or /bXm/;  that, because of its contiguity with 

 /m mw/ (water) hints at  its "Reichtum an Saft" (abundance 
of juice, liquid). Hence his rendering (in Piankoff's literal translation):

"Thy two drops of poison are on the way to the two poison vessels;



spit out the two now, as they are overfilled with liquid."

[ I think we should also point out the homophony of /ibXmwii m mw/ with 

 /mwmw/ (H. 525 "to tear something to pieces and eat it 
raw"), the last word that closes the serpent spells, Utterance 299,444e.]

Once we accept the lexical choices I think that this translation is more 
than legitimate and that it fits the context and the general atmosphere. 
Personally I don't accept /iwn/ as a "particle" and I am of the opinion that 
it might be a scrambled "i.wn" (imperative "open"). I am aware that it is a 
very hazardous hypothesis, based only on phonemic associations 
(iwn/i.wn may be evident in transliteration, but Egyptians did not 
transliterate!),  nonetheless  I wouldn't discard it outright.  In this case the 
"opening" would be directed to the (overfilled) sacs, commanded to let 
their poison flow out. So: "Spit (bSi), open them both (i.wn Tni), overfilled 
as they are with juice." And I wonder whether /bSi/ could even be a 
vocative "You who spit / spitting creature".

[I have even thought of a possible but higly questionable  /i.wn T(w) r(A) 
ii/,  "open the mouth of evil (ii)", with the same /r(A) ii/ that I 
hypothesized in Utterance 280, 421b. ]

Allen suggests a different rendering. He reads /Tri/ as "Gory", probably 
considering /Tr/ as "das Rote" (the Red, standing for "blood"), so a 
dangerous aspect of the serpent. And a possible transliteration (that's my 
guess of his proceeding) of /ibXmwii/ as /ibX mwii/, where /i.bX/ is a 
variant of /bSi/ (to spit) and /mwii/ a nisbe of /mw/ "you with the 
liquid". The fact is that the column where /ibXm/ appears ends with an 
/m/ 

 and it's highly improbable that the /m/ is the first letter of a 
possible /mwii/. I am not an expert, but I think that the end of a column 



delimits specific words. (No enjambment of single letters.) Of course, 
since we are inside a "scrambled" passage that might be possible, but, I 
repeat, I find it hardly sustainable. At any rate, leaving aside the obscure 
details, the general image seems to be that of neutralization of the snake 
worked out by the squeezing of its glands with the subsequent flowing 
out of the poisonous liquid. An image which will be presented in a more 
detailed description in Utterance 298.

And now we come to the second part of this Utterance, that 
teletransports us directly on a planet "alien ".  I will be so bold and 
inconsiderate as to unleash my pack of anagrammatical hound dogs, 
hoping not to be torn to pieces by them -- like Actaeon who dared to 
watch the naked Artemis taking her bath with her nymphs in the 
moonlight.

Let us start with 426b:

It seems that someone is summoned , probably a divine being. Piankoff, 
translating Sethe, renders it with "Oh thou who winkest, thou who art 
(adorned) with a diadem / o Seshau...". Allen gives a different 
interpretation: "Oh you of the injured eye, headband of Seshau...". The 
main difference seems to be 

 . Allen evidently refers to Horus; the one alluded to by Sethe is 
not clearly defined. Now, leaving aside for the moment 



, which is - in both instances -  the result of an educated guess, 

let us consider a little closer    : Seshau. It is evidently connected 
with Seshat, the goddess of wisdom, knowledge and writing:

 Now, one of Seshat's most important functions was her assistance in the 
"the stretching of the cord" ritual, that is the laying out of the foundations 

of sacred buildings. In this case it's possible that  “He who winks / 
He who eyes / He who nods” represents the one who celebrates the 
ritual, aligning his look to that of  the goddess.

 

(temple of Edfu)



Here we see Horus behind her, so the reference of Allen seems to make 
sense as well. But we also know that the injured eye of Horus could be a 
symbol of the moon and that another lunar symbol was the god Thoth, 
and Thoth was certainly connected with Seshat, since in some accounts 
he is her father, in others her husband; and she is even defined as the 
female aspect of Thoth.

 

So Seshau may be an oblique way ( like the injured eye of Horus ) to 

indicate Thoth. This leads us directly to the enigmatical   

/bbnT/. Sethe is prone to read it as /bnbT/ (if I didn't get him wrong he 
refers to § 18 of his IV Volume) and to consider it (because of the 

determinative  )  a  "headband". I have a totally different idea. I am 

of the opinion that it should be transliterated as /bb nT/  . 

According to Hannig (p.420) and confirmed by Takàcs,  /bb/ might be 
"eindringen in" (to penetrate, to infiltrate, &tc.); and the too soon 
forgotten Brugsch, in his glorious dictionary, relates the root /bb/ to 
"einen Kreis, eine Rundung bilden, kreisen, sich in 'ein Kreise drehen' " : so 
the forming of a  circular space. /nT/ (H. 669) could be a variant  of /ns/ 

(tongue) and in our case the determinative    might be an oblique 



, a contorted tongue – like that of spells! In conclusion /bb nT 
sSAw/ could be "he who penetrates, who turns around (bb) the (twisted) 
tongue (nT) of the one of Seshat, of knowledge and wisdom." Or Seshau 
could be just an epithet of the summoned god, in my opinion Thoth, 
the /txn/ found at the end of Utterance 284. His presence is indeed 
important since "any speech delivered by Thoth could be considered ipso 
facto a genuine vocal spell by virtue of his role as Excellent One of Magic 
and Lord of divine words." - R.K. Ritner - The mechanics of Ancient 
Egyptian Magical Practice

In fact the magic spells and the mastery of the language of the foreign 
(alien) snake are basic tools to get the best of the venomous creature.

At this point my interpretation of this Utterance differs sensibly from that 
of Allen (whose translation seems to me  too surrealistic to comprehend, 
so I won't expose my objections); and from that of Sethe/Piankoff. Their 
view (in my simplified resumé) shows the summoned Seshau who "rains" 
(Hwit) on the serpent (Dt) to frighten (Xzii) him ; and who unleashes a 
"tempest" (iHTi) that will "drown" (ibnw) the enemy (here: lion); and so 
he will safeguard the life (Htt-ib) of the king". That is a legitimate and 
educated guess to be taken into due consideration. But I have some 
doubts.

The first one concerns /Dt/, the Cobra. Sethe considers it a representation 
of the hostile serpent. But I am not so sure. At least in this wall (Utterance 
299) we find another serpent, a friendly one, related to the sky 

   . That may plausibly be a hint at the celestial Uraeus 



, the protector of the king. I say this because /Xsi/ in its acception 
of "to become weak, fainthearted" seems to be attested only starting 
from MK (WB p. 398). So my conjecture is that /Xsii/ might be a variant of 
/Sswi/ (poison sacs) of the first line, 426a. In this case /Xsii Dt/ are the 
poison sacs of the heavenly cobra, who then becomes a second helper. 
/Hwit/ is then a metaphor of the poison of the cobra,  more plentiful and 
mightier  than the /mw/ of the hostile snake. So /Hwit Xsii Dt/ may be 

read as a vocative: "Oh rain of the cobra's glands" and /twr/    as 
an imperative in its double acception of "abweisen (H. 1413) : to repel, to 
reject" and of "to clean, to purge, to purify". So the copious heavenly rain 

is asked to cleanse,  purify the enigmatical   /Htt-ib/. But,  if 
Sethe considers it a quality of Wnjs (who speaks  here in the first person: 
and I disagree completely with those who now and then put an "I" in the 
spells -- I am convinced that the first person is used only by the lector-
priest), since the windpipe is for him the "Lebensweg", the Path of Life; I 
have quite a different view. If /Htt/ is  the "windpipe" that is placed on 

top of a heart  we get a    F35 (heart and windpipe), that 

is: /nfr/ (beauty, goodness). But it is followed by  /bi/ which, as 
already pointed out, in some contexts (and in many Afro-Asiatic 
languages) may be seen as an adjective with evil connotations. So we 
have here an oxymoron, a figure of speech that combines contradictory 
terms; in our case "good/bad", or "beauty/ugliness".  /nfr bi/ could be an 
adjectival "beautiful of evil" which attains perfectly to the figure of  the 
Long One "AAA" , especially if seen in the aspect of the alluring Rir-Rir, 
the mother snake, whom we have met in Utterance 281. So the cobra is 
asked to purify, to clean, to neutralize, to show in its reality, the "Evil 
Beauty". And then we meet the most cryptic term of this Utterance: 



Sethe suggests that   could be seen as an ideogram for  . That 

glyph is found as determinative in the verb /iH/ or /aH/   (WB 
213, CD 46), meaning "to entrap, die Feinde fangen mit Netz", which 
seems to have similarities with /izz/ (mit Net fangen) of Utterance 281. As 
for /ib nw/ I hypothesize (discarding a phantomatic /ibnw/ "alum") a 
possible "heart of Nun", an image that is confirmed by /m mw/, the water 

of the next line. So   , that I transliterate as /iHi/ could be 
rendered as "he who ensnares", a definition which applies plausibly to the 
treacherous snake.  The snake that ensnares "the heart of the Nun", the 
very core of the abysmal waters, like Apophis, the dangerous force (lion) 

  /sw(w) rw/ (following Faulkner's suggestion -- /sw/ 
gefährlich : H. 1082) that quenches his thirst (if we read /swrw/ : the one 
who drinks, active participle of /swr/ "to drink") in the waters of the 
abyss.  It is the dangerous /AAA/ in his form of

  , the "Long (Aw) Long (Aw) One"; 
commanded not to extend /Aw A/, namely not to attack.  The

  /Htt ib-(b)-i/ , the vicious beauty doomed to be trampled 

on.  In fact   /ti/ may be read as an imperative "Hit, strike, crush!" 
Which complies with the start of the next Utterance, where we find 
something "secreted, squeezed out" from AAA. So, in conclusion we find 
two divine figures who fight in behalf of Wnjs: he who knows the secret 
spells (Thoth/Seshau) of the serpents (earth); and the Cobra/Uraeus (sky).



But there is a final observation which, though highly debatable, may be of 
some interest, giving to the closing scene an enhanced dramatic 

atmosphere. The final glyphs of the spell  /H(i)-t(i)-t(i)-ib-i-
ti/  has a striking phonemic  similarity with a passage in the serpent spells 
of the sarcophagus chamber western gable Utterance 236, 240 

  /hi-ti-ti-bi-ti/. Now, according to Richard 
Steiner, in this last sentence /i-ti-i-ti-i/ may be a possible Proto-Semitic 
"come, come"; and /b-i-ti-i/  a conjectured "my house". Thence 

   may plausibly resound as a Proto-Semitic "Come, come 
to my house!"; which would be a provoking invitation to the serpent, in 
his own language,  to approach and show his guts. With the tricky and 

traitorous culminating final  : Strike!

286

This is another very cryptic passage which needs a close examination.  It 
poses indeed many problems and perhaps we had better start from the 
possible Proto-Semitic rendering given by Richard Steiner. According to his 
interpretation

could be translated as "Hurry away from Rir-Rir!" And



"(the ones) whose hands deals death." At the end of 285 I suggested that 
/Htt-ib-i-ti/ could be a Proto-Semitic "Come, come to my house!", as a 
threatening invitation. So this reply, itself threatening, might be a due 
response to the challenge. But, since I am of the opinion that the 
"foreign" sentences have also their Egyptian counterpart I'll try to find an 
"indigenous" meaning. The first line could be transliterated as /abSw m 
AAA/, where /abSw/ is a perfective passive of /abS/ (aufschäumen H. 267 
: to foam up). So, if we remember that the last word of  Utterance 285 
was a possible /ti/ (to trample on, to crush) that would explain the 
"something" (probably the poison) that has been secreted, spewed, 
squeezed out from the serpent AAA. (At any rate the snake is 
metaphorically a product of AAA, the primeval serpent.) So that could be 
a vocative "You, foamed up from the Long One", a reference to the hostile 
serpent. But the second part is indeed a riddle and its parsing highly 
problematical. I hypothesize  a tentative /Sw T(w) m T(w) IT hnw/ which 
needs explaining. /Sw/ is "leer sein H. 1287, be empty"; it could be a 
passive form so that 

  /Sw T(w) m t(w)/ would mean literally: 
"You have been emptied of yourself"; and idiomatic form to state that the 
snake has been deprived of his "character", of his poison; the poison -  
that was his "being"  - has been squeezed out from him and he has lost his 

personality, he is a "hollow" snake. It was a /hnw/ vase  of juice 
(from MK   "hnw" is a measure of liquid, about 0.45 lit.) that was taken 

away /iT/  from him. So the snake seems to be in a bad position.  

His allies   /kbnw/ (the Byblites, the foreign snakes of 



Byblos) have crawled away  /zbnw/. Now he is 
alone. At this point I think we should focus our attention on the 

apparently unproblematic   Red Crowns. Honestly I 
can't make out how they fit the context -  and why three or many (plural) 
crowns? I am more inclined to see in it /n.wt/, a cunning way to indicate 
Nut, the sky goddess, in many occasions said to be the mother of Wnjs. 
And this is quite interesting since if AAA is the Byblite mother-snake Rir-
Rir,  namely the mother of the hostile serpent; the intervention of Nut 
balances the feminine motherly weight. And Nut is shown "praising" 

 /Hzi/ the puzzling  . This is indeed 
another of those tricky words that may lead one easily off-track. Allen 
renders it as "the-lake-long-one" (that could be a "crocodile" -- Piankoff 
sees crocodiles in this Utterance -- but I have problems to put it in this 
context) and he probably conjectures that AAA is a creature of the sea, or 
of the water. In fact he could even be the dangerous lion 

 found in the previous Utterance (426d). But I 
am of a different opinion and  more inclined to see in it an epithet of 
Wnjs, as the one victorious over the snake. A sort of "he of the emptied 

AAA", where  might be a (dubious) stative of /Sw/ followed by an 

implicit  nisbe. Or the nisbe would just follow "the long one of the lake 
(the serpent of the primeval abyss)", so "he of the long one of the lake".  
And if /Sii/ could be read as an active participle (serious grammatical 
doubts) we would have "he who emptied AAA", with AAA in a sarcastic 
honorific transposition. In any case the epithet sounds like a praise given 
openly by Nut to one who defeated the serpent. And the repetition of it 
has symbolic assonances with the many repetitions expressed throughout 



this wall (e.g : mriiti-mriiti [278], tkki-tkki [279], irti-irti & sAti-sAti [280], 
rw-rw & naii-naii [281], &tc.). The last line too is somewhat difficult, 
especially since there is a "first person" who comes in unexpectedly and 
commands the serpent to praise his name. That may have some sense but 
the sentence in itself is kind of complicated. I keep saying that the direct 
intervention of Wnjs is hardly sustainable, but in this case it might be a 

reported speech if we read   as /(i)n Tzi 
nwt/ , where /(i)n/ is the famous parenthetical "says" (Gardiner § 436-7). 
So Wnjs, the one praised  by Nut with the epithet "the one who emptied 

the long one"; Wnjs, the one  raised up   / Tsi/ by his divine 

mother Nut, says   ( the /i/ of /Tsi/ could work on two fronts and 
become the /i/ of /in/ ) to the hostile serpent  :

 "You shall praise my name". As a matter of fact there 
is even another possibility that would enhance the theatrical power of 
this final image. The praise of Nut limits itself to the first AAA-Sii. Then 
Wnjs takes the lead and shouts triumphantly his epithet (I am he-who-
emptied-the-long-one!) to show the world who he is. And finally he tells 
the serpent to praise his name, manifesting his superiority.  A tentative 
translation would be: 

Nut shall praise  AAA-Sii.  

"AAA-Sii!", says 

the one raised up  by Nut. 

"You (snake) shall praise my name!"



287

Luckily, now and then we meet passages with no lexical or grammatical 
problems. ( Oops! Piankoff, Faulkner, Allen, PTC, Carrier seem to have 
different opinions!) But this one is indeed kind of interesting for its 
sarcasm. In the previous Utterance the serpent has been publicly 
mistreated. (That doesn't mean necessarily that the fight has taken place 
"concretely"; that may be just a wish, a foreboding of what Wnjs expects 
to put to use. He is figuring out his strategy and his psychological stance.) 
Now the snake is laughed at. The verb /nni/ (H. 635)  may be read as 
"müde, träge sein" (to be weary, inert); and as "weggehen, zurückgehen" 
(to retreat, to turn away, &tc.). And there is in fact a serpent 

 called "the one that retreats". Allen interprets /nni/ 
as a passive participle of "turn away" and /mwt =f/ as the agent, so "the 
one rejected by his mother". I'd rather see in it an active participle, the 
image of a scared baby who retreats in the comforting arms of his mother. 
A coward snake, "the chicken (nni) of his mother!" This sarcastic attitude 

continues with  which shows a lot of 
unexpected nuances. The most obvious rendering would seem to  be 
/iw=k rr(i) m nn/ ("are you really such?" or a plainer "you are really such a 
one", that is: such a chicken); but /ik/ could allude to the verb "attack", 
already used in previous Utterances. And /rr/ might have sound 
assonances with /rw-rw/, hinting at the lions found in  Utterance 281, 
422b; and especially at the dangerous one of Utterance 286, 426d.  And if 
we accept the Proto-Semitic view, there could be also hints at Rir, the 
mother snake. So the snake is mockingly invited to attack (ik), disguised as 
a lion (rr / rw-rw), under the protection of  Rir, but in fact being a 
"chicken" (nn-i).  With a further pun /nn/ (this) and /nni/ (the fugitive, 



the one who retreats.) And then he is commanded to go  /Tif/ (H. 
1429 entfernen : to dislodge; WB 5,357 : sich davon machen, to be off). 

And he is sarcastically called  /mAi/ (lion); where the 

moving   may allude to his retreat: A lion so different from the one 

of Nun, so stately and self-assured , met in 426b.

288

My interpretation differs from all the others I have consulted for reasons 
of consistency and internal logic. I consider

 not as two separate snakes, male 
and female, but as a single "male" snake. The reason is that in the 
following lines the snake is referred to with the masculine singular suffix 
pronoun /k/ . So the two snakes form a direct genitive phrase. "Heki 
snake of the Hekret snake".  Of course I am not in a position to say 
anything about their kind of relation. The female snake could be a sister, 
or a mother. But I am convinced that it stresses the motive already 
expressed in the previous Utterance, when the snake was called "chicken-
of-his-mother" (in fact a retreating snake seeking his mother's 
consolation). That is a fighting tactic aimed at the psychological 
demasculinization of the adversary. The other difference is about the 
identity of the one who should not look at the other's eye :

 /m dgiw n =f/. In all translations 
"the one who should not look" is "the eye of Wnis". That may have sense, 
but I basically disagree because this would be somewhat inconsistent with 
the psychological atmosphere of the fight and with the syntax of the 



sentence. It is Wnjs who attacks, he is very aggressive.  Now it's true that 
the serpent is dangerous and that he could hypnotize Wnjs with his looks, 
so not to look at him would be a clever move. Nonetheless that would be 
a debasement of Wnjs's courage and self-assurance. Wnjs does not fear 
the snake; he provokes him and laughs at him. So I am fairly convinced 
that the syntagm 

/Hr Hr wAt irt wnis/ is to be 
interpreted as "Oh you, whose look is in the direction of the eye of Wnjs" 
(literally : "face on the path of the eye of Wnjs"). The serpent is looking 
menacingly at Wnjs, but he is assured that no matter how threatening his 
looks are supposed to be there is no way for him to reach his goal 

  / wpt =k/, to hurt Wnjs. So he'd better go away   

/Tfi/  and   /m iw/ (don't come back!).

A final note. I wouldn't exclude the possibility that the female aspect of

  could refer as well to the alluring 
hypnotic look of the snake, disguised under female tracts, like the scene in 
Utterance 281 where  the serpent  had taken the aspect of the naked 
Proto-Semitic Rir-Rir.
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This passage does not pose any grammatical problems and all translations 
basically agree, the only difference being the verb form of /xr/, which 
could be a stative (Sethe, Allen) or a plain /sDm =f/ (Faulkner, Piankoff). 
But if considered from the point of view of internal dramatic and symbolic 
coherence some questions arise. Taken at face value we see a 
confrontation of a bull and a snake, ending in mutual damage. Now, since 
the snake is definitely the enemy, it is legitimate to see in the bull a 
representation of Wnjs; in this case in his "instinctual" aspect, the 
aggressive Sethian one he has in himself. But if the bull has fallen that 
means that Wnjs has been defeated (or at least he ended with a "draw"); 
and that is definitely inconsistent with the situation, in which Wnjs seems 
to have the lead. But if we look at the scene from a dramatic perspective 
and we connect it to the previous Utterance we may trace a coherent 
development. In Utt. 288 the menacing snake has been ordered to go 
away and not come back. But he is not of that advice and his reply is: 
"The bull shall fall to the sDH-snake!" (Reading /xr/ as a prospective). That 
is: he foretells the defeat of Wnjs, his way to threaten the king. But Wnjs 
replies: "The sDH-snake shall fall to the bull!" Another way to describe the 
imminence of the real fight; the two adversaries barking at each other. 
And each one shouts at the other to fall and to crawl away. This is indeed 



a dramatic suspence, the fighters studying each other, before the first 
strike. But there is another interesting possibility to take into account. 
/xr/ might be read both as "to fall" in the sense of  being defeated; but 
also in the sense of "pounce on someone".  In this case 

/xr kA n sDH/ would 
describe the bull pouncing on the snake; whereas 

 /xr sDH n kA/ would 
describe the snake fallen because of the bull, defeated by Wnjs. In fact the 
king's desire. So a possible:

"The bull shall pounce on the sDH-snake.

"The sDH-snake shall fall to (because of)  the bull!"
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This one poses lexical, syntactical and symbolic problems. The first line 

 is clear enough and describes the two fighters 
facing threateningly each other. But the rest is puzzling. We see a black 
mottled knife /nm/ , that  steps in having previously swallowed (a perfect 
/sDm.n =f/ form) an undefined something. That defies my ability to make 

a sense out of it. Things are different if we read  not as 
/pri nm sAb km/ (the black mottled knife has come out), but as a 
prospective /pr inm sAb km/ (the black mottled skin /inm/ shall come 
out). Now that could be a reference to Mafdet



  with her mottled black fur, 
fighting against the snake. In fact /inm/ has in itself the image of the knife 
as well, so we can see in it both the animal and the knife. But that does 
not mean that the protecting goddess made her entrance. I think there is 
a hidden symbolic reference. Wnjs shall become Mafdet (shall integrate 
the qualities of the enemy of Apophis) only after he has swallowed 
(defeated) /am.n =f n =f/ the one he put his hands on /iT.n =f n =f/.  So 
his task is to catch the snake and to have the better of him (to gulp him 
down). After that he'll be entitled to the title of Mafdet. So the intention 
behind this passage may be an incitement to Wnjs to show his courage 
and valour.

291

The most evident obscurity of this Utterance is the word is /bAA HD/ 

. Faulkner leaves /bAA/ untranslated, since he 
doesn't agree with Sethe's suggestion (accepted by Allen and Piankoff) 
that it may be "hole"; but it is indeed somewhat problematical to relate it 
to /HD/ .  Even PTC's "white eye" to me is not totally satisfactory, though 
nearer to the mark. I think that the one who hit the target is Carrier with 
his "pupille brillante" (shining pupil). Hannig (407) renders it as "Pupille 
(pupil of the eye)" and Takàcs dedicates a couple of pages to it.  And in 
this context /HD/ may legitimately be rendered as "shining, bright, 
radiant" (H. 916 "glänzend, hell"). So the image is referred to the "shining 
pupil" of the snake and probably to his alleged hypnotic ability.  In 
Uttterance 288 there is an evident reference to this possibility. Now the 



"shining pupil" may be interpreted too as "radiant eye" or "triumphant 

look". In fact /bAA HD/ has oblique similarities with  , Ra, the sun disk. 
The central "pupil" and the circle (hole). In this case it may be seen as a 
tricky solar aspect. But the glowing look of the serpent seems to lose its 

radiance. The snake's "jubilation"  /Hknw =k/ is repelled 

  /dr/ and taken away   /nHm/ from him by Wnjs, who is 

idiomatically addressed as  /pr m fnT/  . Here I 
disagree with  Allen who renders it as "the one who emerged as a worm" 
and I am with those who prefer "the one who came forth from the 
worm". This may have a double meaning. The first one alludes to the fact 
that Wnjs has escaped from death, he has not become prey of the worms, 
as corpses are. The other one is more symbolic. He has emerged from 
"ritual" death. The "earthy" personality (the worm, creature of the earth) 
has died, has shed his "old skin", as in reptilian moulting (in this 
perspective Allen's translation may have sense), symbol of rejuvenation 
and resurrection. He has emerged from the Netherworld. And his 
radiance, as a dawning sun, upstages the would be triumphant looks of 
the snake, who seems to slow down and  get easy on the ego. From the 
dramatic point of view that fits perfectly the context. These are the 
moments that precede the attack, which will take place in the next 
Utterance.

A last note on Piankoff's translation. His rendering is:

"Thy honour is effaced, O white hole / by him who has escaped the 
Feneth-worm."

If I am not wrong - he sees in /bAA HD/  not a  reference to the snake, but 
to a white sepulchre, from which Wnjs has emerged; and in doing so he 



has "effaced" its alleged sacred inviolability. That is intriguing, but there 
are two objections. Wnjs's sepulchre was definitely "black"; and the 
context is that of a fight with the serpent. True, it could be read as a 
metaphor, but I am more inclined to see in it only a second degree 
reflexed symbolic image, subordinate to the dominant one of the snake.

  292

This Utterance is the description of the first physical confrontation of Wnjs 
with the snake. The very fight, with its cacophonic sound-track. Here 
there are a few possibilities, each one with its own flaws. But I think all 
agree that, no matter what, it's  onomatopoeia that rules the roost, with 
its alternating /t/ and /k/ that recall the sounds of beating sticks, as in a 
fight. But, once established this, we may try tentative semantic 
renderings, having the attention to look at the original glyphs.

We start with  /ntk tkk.n tki/, where 
/tkk/ is "angreifen" (to attack) and  /tki/  a dubious active imperfective 



participle of an  unattested  /tk/ derived from the same root (my 
reconstruction).  Allen translates "You are the one (ntk) whom the 

attacker (tki) attacked (tkk.n)."  Then  may be read as an 
unattested  /tknt =k/ which Allen renders as  "aggression", just like he 

renders   as "aggressor". In fact /tkn/ is "to approach, to draw near, 
to attack" (F. CD 302), although WB states that its presence starts from 

MK. But could be transliterated as /tkn.t(i) =k/ (perfective 

passive) "You were attacked" (PTC), balancing  /tkn =k/ 
(your attack). The image is that of the snake who is attacked because of 
his hostile intentions. The same scene as that of the serpent spells in the 
sarcophagus chamber [Utt. 230] 231,232. But there is another possibility, 
less descriptive and more dynamic. 

With my tentative translation:

"You are the one who has been attacked, you,

O Ikenhi-snake, you,

you, you!



Have at you, Ikenhi-snake!"

This presupposes a dubious /n =k/ (Have at you!) and  a not written /n/ 

to form  .  But if we look at the original glyphs  we may force 
the sign of the snake to become an /n/. In this carving it is fairly 
similar.  /tkk/ would be a stative or a passive participle. This rendering 
stresses the dynamism of the fight and describes the aggressive attack of 
Wnjs against the snake. But, honestly, the first version, at least vocally,  
seems to be more onomatopeic than the other. There is, though,  a third 
possibility, mixing the two together and which I deem is the best solution.

"You are the one who has been attacked, you,

O Ikenhi-snake! You have been attacked

because of your attack, Ikenhi-snake!"

For what concerns the last /iknhi/  , which Sethe transliterates 
(correctly) without the final /i/, looking at the glyph I wonder wether the 
reed (M17) could work like a sort of bracket that encloses the name of the 
snake. But this is definitely a minor point.

Well, it's possible that this Utterance is not so "incomprehensible" as 
Faulkner states, leaving it untranslated. Who can tell?
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The only topic worth examining is the symbolical meaning of the Pelican 
(Hm psDt) falling into the Nile (Hapi). The rest is fairly simple. But it is to 
note that, from what we can infer, the serpent is still there and has no 
intention of leaving.  So the lector-priest keeps threatening him, telling 
him that Wnjs knows his name and that, if forced to, he can use the magic 
of that name against him. To know the name of someone means, in fact, 
to have total control on him. The name /nm/ is quite interesting, since 

/nmi/ means "to travel"; but, since   

/nmiw/ are transport ships (H. 629) there might be a possible hint at 
Byblos (from whence trees were brought to Egypt) and at the foreign 
origin of the snake. Another curiosity might be the addressing of the 
snake as "imn", the hidden one, since /imn/ is a palindrome of /nmi/.

As for the Pelican, his protective symbolism is well known. In Egypt it was 
connected with the sun. According to Allen he is the "Sunshine-bird, 
Sunshine’s Servant (psDtj, Hm-psDt). Term for a pelican, viewed as an 
avatar and harbinger of the Sun." And it is connected also with the 
pelican-headed goddess Henet,  a protective symbol against snakes. So 
the Pelican is a further aid. His plunging into the Nile means that he shall 
cleanse the sacred river  from hidden dangers /imn/ and sweep away the 
snake. But the serpent does not seem to worry and remains menacingly 
at his place, maintaining his stand.

294

This is indeed quite an interesting Utterance, especially from a stylistic 
point of view, which is very peculiar, characterized by what we might call a 
"geminating" technique, which has nothing to do with parallelismus 
membrorum or thought couplets. Here we have words and sentences that 



are repeated almost "verbatim" without apparent justification. Of course 
one could interpret that as a way of underlining and stressing specific 
meanings; but that would be indeed quite naive and I think there are 
"symbolic" reasons behind that stylistic expedient. Let us take a look at 
the first four lines:

We have two characters, Horus and Wnjs, in fact specular images pivoting 
around the /pi/ particle. So the first /pr m SnD/ is probably referred to 
Horus, the second to Wnjs. But the same command /zAw Tw rw/ (beware 
of the lion) is introduced by two different forms. /wDD/ is a perfective 
passive participle (Edel § 640) [not an imperfective, since the repetition of 
the last consonant is expected only with III inf.; and /wD/ is a 2-rad verb]. 
But I am with Allen and Faulkner who read /wD/ as a noun (command, 
order); since, whereas the first /wDD/ is referred to Horus as the subject 
who receives the order; the form /pr wD/ (the command came forth) 
focuses on the action of Wnjs expressed in the lines that follow:



That explains in more details the "emergence" of Wnjs of the previous 
line, when the command came forth.  It is a sort of "historicization" of the 
archetypical pattern. Having received the command Wnjs has emerged 
/pr .n wnis/ from the "Denit jar" which may be a metaphor of the 
maternal shelter, the motherly womb. In fact the Denit-jar is the specular 
and historicized manifestation of the acacia tree (SnD),

 

which is the tree of life, owned by the goddess Iusaaset  

  the grand mother of the gods. And that hints at the 
psychological emergence of Horus inside Wnjs, the psychological 
integration of the Horusian aspect.  This is a point that must be taken into 
due consideration. Up to this moment Wnjs has acted making use mostly 
of his Sethian aspect, the instinctual one,  manifested by the bull in 



Utterance 289.  But unsuccessfully, since the serpent is still there. That 
means that a new and more apt technique is needed, that of the 
"rational" Horus. And that explain the parallelismus with the god 
expressed in the first line; the emergence of the Horusian energy from the 
acacia/Denit-jar/cocoon.

But now we must stop for a moment and give a little attention to 

  /zAw Tw rw/ , pointing out an apparent 
contradiction. "Beware of the lion" is a friendly recomendation, a heartily 
advice; it is NOT a command /wD/ (except if in an ironical and 
expressionist context). It becomes a command only if addressed to 
someone whose task is to be on the alert against enemies. In our case  
Wnjs (in his Horus aspect) is commanded to "emerge" because his task is 
that of a sentinel against the enemy (the animal level); which is both the 
serpent and "his own" (Wnjs) animal/Sethian impulses, doomed to failure, 
if not controlled. But of course the command is also some advice given to 
Wnjs, who, in his coming forth from the Denit-jar, is a sort of newborn 
baby, hence exposed to dangers which he must be aware of.

works as a sort of "hinge". It is connected to the previous line, expressing 
the "destiny and mission" of Wnjs, that of being the "rising sun"; that's 
why, as soon as the command arrives, he comes forth "into the day". It is 
interesting to note the strange glyph  under the sun disk. According to 
WB (p. 284) that form of /nhpw/ is "the morning of the next day". 
Honestly I can't see why he should wait that long. I am more inclined to 
see in it a pun on /zp 2/ (twice). It's another example of the "geminating" 
technique I hinted at at the beginning. And it might even allude to a 
"bracket". In fact /iw xaw wnis m nhpw/ (437b) is also at the end of the 
Utterance (437d) , enveloping



which is a repetition (one more gemination) of  the aforementioned 437a; 
with the only difference that /wnis/ is here substituted by the /f/  
pronoun. This bracketed passage may be read also – why not? - as a 
fulfilling of a (not literal) prophesy:

i) (Since) the destiny of Wnjs is  "to arise in the morning";

ii) he has emerged from his "enclosure",

iii) having spent the night therein,

iv) (to fulfill the prophesy that says:)

the destiny of Wnjs is  "to arise in the morning"

(and take care of the lion!)
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The important point of this Utterance is the "official" entrance of Mafdet, 
the panther cat goddess, who fights on behalf of Wnjs. In the previous 
Utterance Wnjs is shown emerging  as a newborn rising sun. Being a 
newborn he is under the protection of his mother, in this case in the 
aspect of Mafdet, who will play an important role in the following 
passages as well. There is a possible polemic allusion in the name of the 
two enemy snakes (or a single snake with two different aspects).

 /ini d =f/ (he who brings his gift) may be seen as a 



parody of  the offering formula /Htp-di-nswt/; it's a reverse offering: the 
food of life turned into that of death (poison). 

whose name is variously translated, is a little more 
intriguing, since he appears in the cannibal hymn as an aid of Wnjs. In that 
occasion Christopher Eyre suggests that it may be an image of the Uraeus 
on the king's brow, clearing (Dsr) the king's way. So this may be an image 
of "treason", of the snake's cunning, who presents himself under the 
mocking guise of a loyal and "holy" (Dsr) servant. But the intervention of 
Mafdet leaves no room for doubts: the treacherous snake is doomed to 
failure; Wnjs will not be injured.

296-7

For reasons of "comparative economy" Sethe divides what I deem is a 
single Utterance in two sections, so 296 + 297. In fact in Teti's version 
Utterance 296 has a definite and unequivocal ending (but there's no 
297!). In my opinion we should stick to Wnjs's hieroglyphs and, since 
there is no /Dd-mdw/ introducing a new Utterance, we should examine 
the passage in its entirety. As a matter of fact the two sections are so 
closely linked that a division would seem indeed out of tune.

Now the most important point of  the first part  (296) of this Utterance is 
the identification of Wnjs with Geb, the god of the earth 

 and, according to tradition, the father of 
serpents; in many cases they are in fact defined "sons of the earth". This 

triggers a double reaction. First there is a snake    /TTw/ 
who seems sort of disappointed and willing to leave, but he is 



commanded to attend on Wnjs /aHa n wnis/  
(as a loyal subject should). But there is a second possible transliteration, a 
perfect: /aHa.n wnis/ (Wnjs has arisen, stood up), hinting at the new 
divine position of the king, powerful in his stance. And this seems to 

release the aggressive response of a second snake  /hmT/ 
who is probably ready to attack his king, his god, his father, addressed 
with the epithet of /Daamiw/.

 /m(w)t it =k/ can in fact be considered an interrogative 
phrase (Edel § 1004) :"Shall your father die?". A rethorical question aimed 
at answering the murderous intentions of the snake, rebellious to the 
king, his father. (Are you going to kill me?) And there is an interesting 
psychological nuance. The snake is called "brother of hmTt"; perhaps a 
way to display his  masculinity in front of the female snake. An 
anticipatory Oedipal scene. The son that tries to have the better of his 
father; the subject trying to overthrow his king. Before continuing let us 
stop a moment to consider the possible meaning of  the name 

  /Daamiw/ . I am inclined to see in it the mixing of 
/Da/ (tempest) and /am(iw)/ , from /am/ (to swallow); so "he who 
swallows, the devouring one", with a possible hint at an earthy "chasm". 
"Daamiw" is considered in fact an epithet of Geb, and that would comply 
with the image of the earth that collapses "stormily" and opens up like a 
giant mouth that swallows what is on it. So the frightening aspect of Geb. 
And that fits the context showing the father angry with his defiant son. 
But there is another aspect to point out: in many instances, especially in 
Coffin Texts, the name is written /Daamw/ , and in one instance /Daam/ . 



So it is not to be excluded that /iw/ might be a particle introducing the 
next line, the first one of the alleged Utterance 297, which describes the 

fist (the hand) of Wnjs striking the snake. A fist related to 

/nASwt/  , an obscure word which WB (200)  
defines as "related to something evil"; in our case it could be the 
aggressive and injuring character of the fist, turned into a sort of 

punishing device, like the /Smst/ ; or /nASwt/ may be simply an 
epithet describing an executioner, in our case a female one, like the 
goddess Mafdet of the next line, she who presides the Mansion of Life 

. The hand of Wnjs morphs magically into the arch-
enemy of Apophis. She strikes the face of the serpent, she scratches his 
eyes, she literally "kicks the shit 

 out of him". And that in front of his mother Nut, who witnesses his 
humiliation. This underlines the above mentioned Oedipal character of 
the scene, since Geb is Nut's husband, thus the serpent's father. The hmT-
snake, whose desire was to overthrow the king his father, is taught a 
rough and very painful lesson.

But this points to another interesting aspect. In the "Cannibal Hymn", 
placed above these Utterances, Wnjs is the new divine being, the young 
god, the son who overthrows his ancestors, feeds literally on them. But 
when he becomes the "father", he makes it clear that  no child will ever 
be able to overthrow him. He is the one “who devours”, he is /Daam(iw)/.



298

The real problem of this Utterance is expressed by the enigmatic four 

strings  /(i)fdw ipw rwD.w/ of Osiris's 
sandals, which Wnjs makes use of to drag out the snake's fangs and to 
"milk" his poison. At least according to the common translations. 
Personally I think they have nothing to do with sandals, since I am 
convinced that 

is referred to the followers /imiw-xt/ of Osiris, those who follow his 
tracks, the tracks of his sandals. So they are further aids of Wnjs in his 
battle against the serpent. I wonder whether they could be related to the 

four canopic jars  used to store the inner organs of 
mummified bodies. In fact the dragging out of the fangs and the "milking" 
of the poison may have a vague relation with the extraction of viscera. 
And I am wondering too whether the scene could have a vague similarity 
with that of the seventh hour of the Book of the Amduat

 , with the serpent tied by four 
ropes (the two gods at the head and tail of Apophis, each one holding a 
double rope)



The interesting thing is that in the serpent spells of the Sarcophagus 
Chamber  ([243],248a) there is also an allusion to "four ropes"

 , in fact two ropes repeated twice; which, related to 

the double Hetes sceptres  may have strange similarities with 
the four "strong" /rwD.w/ followers of  Osiris. But these are just wild 
speculations and the question remains for the moment unsolved.  The 
only thing we may be fairly sure of is that the "four" are (or should be) 
helpers. 

Well, there is another possibility that just came to my mind, while 
examining the Utterance that comes next. There we find  a /Tabwt Hrw / 
(the sandal of Horus)

in relation to  /zpA Hrw / (Sepa: the centipede of Horus).

And we know that Sepa is a god that has authority over snake bites. He is 
sometimes called "The divine body of Osiris". Now let us give a closer look 
at a centipede:         



                                  

Its head and tail – couldn't the double antennae be seen as our "four 
strings"? If we accept this interpretation the passage wouldn't be so 
obscure. Wnjs neutralizes the snake with the help of Sepa. So far this 
seems the best guess.

At any rate, leaving this point aside, the rest doesn't pose problems. The 
end of the previous Utterance showed Nut looking at her humiliated son, 
the snake made dirty by his excrements and urine. But the sun himself 

appears  /xa ra/, officially vestured   with his Uraeus

                                                        

 /Axt =f tp =f /, to show his dislike of the snake

  /HfAw pn/, who is in the hands /Xri Dba.w /



   of Wnjs, literally "under his fingers". And the

 king threatens him  of cutting  his head, Mafdet like

                     

There is a point open to debate.  According to some scholars 

 /mAfdt Hr/  stands for the complete epithet of Mafdet 
"Hr(j)t jb Hwt anx" (she who dwells in the Mansion of Life). But I am of 
the opinion that Allen's suggestion - who reads the text at its face value 
("who has Mafdet's face") - is very imaginative and fits the context better. 
It hints at the morphing of Wnjs into Mafdet, which is exactly what was 
alluded to in Utterance 290, where, according to my interpretation, 

 /pr inm sAb km/ is "the black mottled fur (Mafdet) 
shall emerge". So, in our specific case, the image is that of a knife in the 
hand of him who has Mafdet's features.

In conclusion this Utterance shows the effective superiority of Wnjs who 
is indeed in a position to get rid of the hostile serpent and to chase him 
away for good:



This is not just a threat. As we shall see in the next Utterance the serpent 
seems to obey, since he is definitely under the spell of  the snake-charmer. 
The fact that Wnjs does not kill him points to  interesting psychological 
insights. Hostile forces cannot be destroyed, they are constituents parts of 
life dynamics. But he who has the inner energy to face them and have 
them under control  is in fact victorious, manifesting his superiority. 
Nothing can touch him. Never! A concept that will be expounded at large 
in the last and final Utterance.

299

This is the  closing scene ending in Wnjs's apotheosis. In the previous 
Utterance the snake was in a very bad situation, especially after the 
intervention of Sepa, the centipede (alluded to by the enigmatic symbol 
of the four strings of Osiris's sandal : in fact the double antennae of his 
head and tail)    

                                 

And this explains in more theatrical terms the first line of this Utterance, 
that otherwise would seem a mere "theological" concept.

In the first line of the previous Utterance we have seen the sun god Ra 
who appeared  in all his splendour, wearing his Uraeus,



.   

to watch the fight between Wnjs and the hostile serpent. Now /Dt/ is 
exactly the Cobra, the Uraeus. So the sun god is asked not to worry, to 
remain in his appointed place, the sky; earthly matters will be taken care 
of by Sepa, who is here addressed as "the centipede of Horus", 
underlining the Horusian aspect of Wnjs, which had been called to arms 
when the Sethian energy didn't obtain the expected results. Sepa is called 

also "the sandal of Horus"  , utilizing the same 
image of the sandal of the previous Utterance. So Wnjs-Sepa shall take 

care of earthy and earthly matters. The verb  /SAs/ means 
both "to travel" and "to tread on (an enemy)". So we see Wnjs who takes 
possession of the place, treading on the enemy snake, who is called 

ironically "Lord of the Mansion"  /nb Hwt/ and "Bull of the 

Cavern/Hole"  /kA TpHt/. What the snake thought 
was his dominion, has now become the dominion of Wnjs. The Shenet-

snake   /SnT/ is under the control of  /SnTi/ 
"he of the Shenet-snake".  The name of the serpent has indeed a plurality 
of connotations. The verb /Sni/ means "to encircle"; "to fight"; "to revile, 
to curse, to exorcise".  The glyph   is a hobble, a rope for tethering 



animals. So here we have an aggressive and cursing snake who usually 
encircles and catches his prey; but that,in this case, is the one who 
becomes prize of  Wnjs, the snake-charmer. And then we assist to a 
ceremonial marking of the territory, with the king claiming possession of 
the land he treads on; and stating unequivocally that everything belongs 

to him. Especially the sycamore tree   /nht/  and all that pertains 

to that /xtt/.  This word, in this iconic rendering, may refer to /xtwt/

  (H. 983 : Holzsachen -- wooden things, 
furniture). But it is not to be excluded that the second  /t/ might be a 
further feminine stress of /xt/ (wood, tree). So the mother tree and her 
"feminine branches". We must not forget that the sycamore is the tree of 
Hathor, the Lady of the Sycamore

                        

and in the claim of Wnjs "The sycamore of Wnjs is his sycamore!" we can 
legitimately see the king making clear that he is the master of Life (the 
sycamore tree as the life giving mother, she who bestows nourishment), 
that he is the Male, that all females belong to him. What has been 
assigned to him (by destiny) /nht Wnis/ is his own/nht =f/ by conquest. 
And he will tear to pieces and devour



anyone whom he finds in his way

That's a fact. That is  Wnjs's consecration. There is nothing, there's no one 
that can hinder his progress. The serpent has been definitely overcome.


